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EXERCISING WITH A ROPE TRAINING MACHINE
Ropeflex training equipment delivers the benefits of both isokinetic and aerobic exercise. Our rope trainers are based on simple, 
time-proven principles of rope climbing while reducing the risk of this traditionally dangerous activity to nearly zero. Individuals
of any age and athletic ability can benefit from our unique rope technology safely and comfortably.

OUR TECHNOLOGY
Direct drive, progressive magnetic resistance with zero maintenance. Our technology does not require gears, friction clutches,
reduction belts or electrical power. Ropeflex magnetic resistance mechanism has been fully developed and tested in-house. It does
not require adjustments and provides progressive resistance depending on the intensity of exercise. It is bi-directional and
has zero inertia, allowing user to instantly reverse direction of the pull.

OUR ROPES
Ropeflex ropes are made using only the highest grade of polyester double-braided material. The outer core provides superior
grip, while the inner core gives it strength. All ropes assemblies are hand stitched into endless loops, producing a seamless
and durable connection.

OUR FRAMES
Ropeflex all steel frame designs are simple, robust and space efficient. We have optimized our products not only for strength,
but cost as well, by not wasting material on non-functional features. All welded frames go through intense quality control
process and once approved they are subjected to a thorough surface cleaning process to get ready for polymer based powder
coat. Ropeflex machines can also work both indoor and outdoor. Weather-proof units are fully sealed, using stainless
steel, and anodized aluminum components. Additional layers of special primer ensure long, rust free life of our steel frames.

INTERACTIVE TRAINING
Hipervision interactive training software is one of the best tools to turn a monotonous fitness routine into a fun and engaging
strength-conditioning session. With 2 unique versions as well as desktop and mobile platforms, Hipervision can engage both
professionals and amateurs, in a gym or school environment.



 

  

IBEX - RX2300
45-1008

WOLF - RX2200
45-1008

 

Safe alternative to ceiling rope - vertican and horizontal rope trainer

Durable, compact and light-weight design

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Cushioned seat and back support for various workout routines

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+

 

Horizontal rope trainer targeting strength and cardio development

Durable, compact and light-weight design

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Cushioned seat various workout routines

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+



 

  

OX - RX2000
45-5043

OX2 - RX2100
45-5002

 

Multi-mode base mount, bottom pull rope trainer

Accommodates standing or sitting rope pulling positions

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Plastic rollers to allow for quick and easy relocation of the entire unit

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+

 

Safe alternative to ceiling rope - beam mountable rope trainer drum

Durable, compact construction design to attach to existing racks

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

Available sealed outdoor configuration

+



 

  

ORYX - RX2500
45-1005

 

Safe alternative to ceiling rope - vertical, horizontal and bottom pull rope trainer 

Standard 1 pulley configuration (optional 2nd and 3rd pulleys)

Durable, compact and ADA compliant design

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Cushioned seat (removable)

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+



 

  

ORYXh - RX2500h 
45-1005-22

 

Integrated interactive Hipervision training system with touch panel  

Safe alternative to ceiling rope - vertical, horizontal and bottom pull rope trainer

Durable, compact and ADA compliant design

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Cushioned seat (removable)

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+



 

  

ORYX2 - RX5500
45-3245

VORTEX - RX3300
45-1015

 

Safe alternative to ceiling rope - vertical pull rope trainer 

Outdoor configuration with sealed drum & stainless steel bearings  

Durable and stable construction

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Removable non-cushioned seat for outdoor use

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+

 

Full Wody Workout - Dual Drum, adjustable incline rope trainer 

Multi-mode seat configuration: sliding or adjustable locking positions 

Assisted frame incline adjustment

Durable and stable construction

Soft-braided rope for easy and comfortable grip

Magnetic / bidirectional mechanism with automatically adjustable resistance

+



 

 

HYDRA - RX505
45-7979-02

Additional pulley for the ORYX - RX2500

Add horizontal and bottom rope pulls pulls 

Mounting: 0.55” holes, 4” apart

accessories

RX2500 PULLEY
30-4111

Additional pulley for the OX2 - RX2100

Add horizontal and bottom rope pulls pulls 

Mounting: 0.55” holes, 4” apart

Friction rope drum with adjustable resistance

Optional pull-pin slider plate for 2” square tube

Open-end or Closed-loop rope options

RX2100 PULLEY
30-4111-01

HIPERVISION zx 
46-2001

Real-time interactive visual display for training

Set goals for time and distance / interval mode 

Keep track and log history for multiple users

HIPERVISION gx 
46-1001

Interactive 3D training environment

Set goals for time and distance 

Keep track of progress and race other users



 

ROPE TRAINERS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT RESISTANCE 

ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC (CM) ENGLISH METRIC ENGLISH METRIC
L W H L W H LB KG LB KG

IBEX - RX2300 48 33 61 122 84 155 120 54 100 45
WOLF - RX2200 62 21 18 21 53 46 70 32 100 45
OX - RX2000 21 28 19 53 71 48 70 32 100 45
OX2 - RX2100 13 13 16 33 33 41 45 20 100 45
ORYX - RX2500 48 35 91 122 89 231 140 64 100 45
ORYXh - RX2500h 48 35 91 122 89 231 180 82 100 45
ORYX2 - RX5500 47 45 104 119 114 264 150 68 100 45
VORTEX - RX3300 100 35 54 254 89 137 300 136 200 90
ADDEX - RX3200 80 21 26 203 53 66 170 77 150 68
APEX - RX4400 90 42 90 228 107 228 400 181 250 113
HYDRA - RX505 11 8 11 28 20 28 18 8 350
RX2500 PULLEY 155 137 178 61 54 70 262 578 90 198

 

Frame is defined as the welded-metal base of the unit and does not include
removable parts.

Note : All specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual products
may differ from those pictured in this catalog.

Frame Color

Varsity Upholstery Options

Metalic Grey/Standard Black (Option) Black Glossy (Option) White (Option) Red (Option) 

NOTE: Actual colors may vary from the colors seen on your viewing screen or print.

Product pricing is reflective of standard upholstery and frame colors only. 

Other color options available at an additional charge.

Upholstery Options

Black / Standard Blue (Optional) Red (Optional)

WARRANTY

Frame (not coatings) 10 years 

Structural parts 10 years 

Pulleys 5 years 

Bearings 5 years

Labor 3 years

Electronics 1 year

Rope / Upholstery 6 months

Accessories 6 months

ROPEFLEX / HIPEQ
80 Glenn Way STE 8
San Carlos, CA 94070

ROPEFLEX.COM
email: INFO@HIPEQ.COM

tel:  650-549-5888
fax:  815-572-0053
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